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In this lecture, which was prepared in the spirit of the Vatican II mandate “of read-
ing the signs of the times and of interpreting them in light of the Gospel,” I reflect 
on the stakes of our potential success as palliative care advocates, in having pallia-
tive care made as “available as air,” in the words of a Ugandan colleague who is 
here with us today. The stakes are either that mass produced palliative care is as-
similated into the mainstream health culture and loses its distinctive ethos, or that 
practitioners maintain and strengthen that ethos such that palliative care praxis and 
advocacy actually transform the medical industrial complex, and the broader social 
context, from within. Palliative care is distinguished from other (mainstream) medi-
cal specialties by this distinctive ethos, which attends to the whole person, including 
the family. It attends to the “total” pain of this collective patient, which includes 
their physical, psycho-social, and spiritual distress, many times in contexts of struc-
tural violence and injustice. The transformative power of palliative care depends up-
on its ability to maintain this distinctive ethos, to produce structural grace, even as it 
goes mainstream. 
 
At the moment, palliative care is still “outsider medicine.” Palliative care advocacy 
is counter-cultural and evolutionary, leaven in the dough of the mainstream, because 
it emphasises— even in the public sphere — the bedside ethos of attending to the 
spiritual dimension of the person, no matter what their faith, or lack thereof, along 
with the pharmaceutical alleviation of physical pain. Including the word “spiritual” 
in the World Health Assembly palliative care resolution caused quite a behind the 
scenes struggle, but proponents prevailed, and the resolution was unanimously ap-
proved by UN member states. Palliative care advocates bring this secular/spiritual 
ethos as evangelium, or good news, to health systems, countries, and sites of 
knowledge where until now it has been absent. The good news is that palliative care 
reconciles the physical and spiritual dimensions of persons — our animal and angel 
natures — split in modernity at the expense of the spiritual.  
 
Palliative care’s evolutionary move is to restore balance between the two, with the 
dying process being a crucible for truth-telling and the practice of mercy, particular-
ly within the family. When we bring this extremely private and intimate process and 
ethos into the public square, as those of us who do advocacy must, by definition, we 
give new public life to the patients and families that governments render civilly dead 
by failing to provide care beyond cure. By witnessing to the existential distress and 
total pain of their patients in the public square, which until now has exiled authentic 
patient voices and needs, advocacy re-presents those voices. Advocating for palliati-
ve care is subversive praxis, a stumbling block to a medical-industrial systems fixat-
ed on cure at any cost. It is a call to metanoia, and therefore to systems change. 
 
Palliative care practitioners who are also advocates in the public square, must take 
the long view, the faithful, patient, eschatological perspective. We cling to that vi-
sion even as the sharp thorn of untreated patient and caregiver suffering drives us 
relentlessly on. Palliative care practitioners, to deploy a biblical metaphor, attend the 



 

 

“wedding feasts” of patients in their last months, weeks and days, accompanying 
them and their families as they wrestle with diagnoses of life limiting illness. We 
process with them as they go, sometimes struggling, sometimes peacefully, some-
times a chaotic mixture of both, to death’s door, and then we comfort the bereaved.  
 
Yet at this moment in time, palliative care practitioners sit at the lowest seat on the 
global health table, the farthest away from the honoured host, whose development 
perspective perceives palliative care advocacy as perverse: its promises of social and 
spiritual returns on investment are unquantifiable, and therefore invalid. Big funders 
who could help us make palliative care as available as air, inform us that without 
“measurable indicators,” they cannot underwrite our programs or our advocacy. I’ve 
spent quite a lot of time and intellectual energy trying to fit palliative care into that 
“development” and measurable indicator framework, and I do think it can be done. 
However, the evolutionary potential of palliative care advocacy and practice lies in 
its unquantifiable ethos, which is at the core of its transformative power in different 
institutional domains. Palliative care advocates persist in requesting public resources 
to care for people who mostly don’t or cannot contribute to the bottom line, as a 
matter of dignity and justice, not charity or aid. Such absurd petitions fly in the face 
of rational public policy and budgeting, particularly in this era of scarcity, security 
threats, and crisis. 
 
Palliative care praxis nurtures the value, of irreducible dignity, pouring layer upon 
layer of coating/care/pallium, on the suffering of patients and families, to produce a 
pearl of great price. Its invitation to explore areas of life beyond strict utility, as de-
fined by ordinary social standards, helps us to recognise that there can be great value 
in, and learning from, what is not immediately or apparently useful. This is why the 
institutional support of the Academia Pro Vita and the Vatican are so important in 
this work, which declares the irreducible value of the human being fully alive, even 
when extremely frail and actively dying, to paraphrase Saint Irenaeus. 
 
International palliative care advocacy and practice make another evolutionary — 
cosmopolitan — move by contributing to knowledge building, to bridging the epis-
temic abyss concerning palliative care and controlled medicines. Clinicians from 
around the world are constantly sharing skills with one another, generously donating 
their time and labor to grow the discipline, accepting lower salaries and less pres-
tige, and are often funded — at least in the case of most NGOs and faith based or-
ganisations — by generous donations and individual philanthropy. Palliative care 
evangelism is not the traditional educational model of me filling your empty basket 
with my superior knowledge, but of us together sharing vulnerability and wisdom in 
a reparative, healing attitude of humility. Together, transnational palliative care 
practitioners are aiming to take whole crucified continents down from the cross, to 
quote Fr. Jon Sobrino.  
 
Palliative care educational evangelism, which is also a form of restorative justice, is 
evident in many of the countries where internationally controlled medicines are una-
vailable, and palliative care virtually unknown. They are countries with weak health 
systems that are still suffering from the multigenerational historical trauma of colo-
nialism, now perpetrated under different guises by global financial institutions and 



 

 

mega-corporations with incomes larger than the GDP of many of the countries. The 
advocacy opportunity, though, exists in the soft underbelly of the multi-national in-
stitutions founded by the post-WW2 visionaries, and are contained in the emancipa-
tory power of the texts, constitutions, and narratives of human rights conventions 
and public health. Palliative care advocacy uses those texts and narratives, including 
the emerging Agenda 2030 framework, to promote its unique vision of sustainable 
compassion.  
 
The launching by the United Nations of Agenda 2030 — or the Sustainable Devel-
opment Goals, which have replaced the Millennium Development Goals as the glob-
al policy narrative for the next decade or so — is a hopeful sign, but an enormous 
amount of education still needs to be done to help both the voting public and poli-
cymakers understand the Goals, and how they can be used to promote true sustaina-
bility. Agenda 2030 is a cosmopolitan vision of person-centeredness, human rights, 
and environmental regeneration that can only be implemented if policymakers adopt 
an entirely different mindset than the one dominant today. Palliative care praxis and 
advocacy can help change this mindset, because they exemplify the classical citizen-
ship/public virtues of courage, friendship, truth-telling, and magnanimity in atten-
tion to the needs of patients and families. In fact, the paradigmatic patient, family, 
and multi-disciplinary team are a polyphonic, democratic, mini-polis, to use the 
Greek word, where all enjoy isegoria, or equality of speech, which is the foundation 
of legitimate knowledge-building.   
 
Through the practice of these virtues, the political physics of palliative care dis-
place vulnerable individuals from the margins to the center of public policy, shifting 
the rationality of control and domination of the body and its diseases, to one of ac-
companiment and equality in vulnerability. This shift represents the evolution from 
an oligarchic monopoly of knowledge/power towards a radically democratic and co-
operative logic that can live into the questions, to paraphrase Rilke, because they are 
lived in common. Palliative care is the stance of being comfortable with the un-
known, a stance that, paradoxically, leads to the development of confidence, resili-
ence, and empowerment in patients and families receiving the best care. The fact 
that we are all vulnerable, all subject to suffering, old age, and death, makes strate-
gies of avoidance through domination and control both futile and painful for all par-
ties, particularly those rendered outcast or socially dead by serious illness.  
 
Palliative care’s alternative praxis embodies the courage to face death together, to 
will the good of the other — the agape of friendship, and honest speech — or par-
rhesia, and the generosity of giving without expecting a return. Practiced simultane-
ously in the private and public spheres, they bend the evolutionary arc toward the 
Kingdom. The meta-ethic of palliative care aligns with Teilhard de Chardin’s defini-
tion of evolution: the process whereby the universe becomes conscious of itself. In-
deed, palliative care is a discipline that demands its practitioners become conscious 
of themselves in order to  be vulnerable to the vulnerability of the other. By defini-
tion, becoming conscious of oneself requires the courage to deconstruct the buffered 
self, as philosopher Charles Taylor describes it, to be with, to live into, the truth of 
suffering, no matter how unpalatable or dis-graceful. Only then can clinical and so-
cial pathologies be transformed, alchemized, healed by grace, etymologically related 



 

 

to gratitude for Being itself. In its attention to the family, palliative care exposes and 
heals our inter-relatedness by supporting our naturally un-buffered, or porous, 
selves. 
 
The suffering others, the millions who live and die all over the world without ade-
quate palliative care at their time of greatest vulnerability, constitute our collective 
self, for Christians, the Body of Christ. By approaching our shared pain with cour-
age, friendship, skill, and honesty, at the bedside, and in the public square, practi-
tioners and advocates honour that wounded body, taking it slowly and carefully off 
the cross of ignominy and indifference. Our challenge, and we are so grateful to the 
Academia for supporting our preferential option for palliative care, is to maintain 
these political/ethical, virtues in a spirit of faith, hope, and charity. Only thus can 
palliative care transfigure modern healthcare systems and the larger society from 
structures of sin to structures of grace.  
 
 


